My LifePlan

LifeScore
Storyline 1

Storyline 2

Our Father's Son

LifeCore
Family Time — because how I
spend time is how I calculate
value.
Demonstrated by giving my best
attention and energy to those who
matter most.

Storyline 3

World's Foremost
Expert in My Wife
and Kids

Life Story
Maximizer

Storyline 4

Recreational
Traveler

Beyond The Horizon (3 Years)

I will spread sparks of the Spirit's fire to create blazes of personal and
corporate missional awakening like a Venezuelan bonfire. I am firmly
entrenched in the Focused Ministry phase of my life while driving toward
the Convergence phase. I am a catalytic story coach helping people
maximize their stories in a manner that honors God and serves others. I
am an apostolic teaching evangelist with a calling to encourage and equip
church teams for revitalization and movement. I am focused on the few
Background Horizon (1 Year)

Start and stoke
the flames -- I
will develop
energy reserves
that empower
me to
accomplish all

Spread the
flames -- I will
improve my
salesmanship by
demonstrating
that it is a
service.

Illuminate the
future -- I will
write a weekly
blog and an
annual book on
life planning.

Inspiring Leadership -- because
supreme motivation flows from
experiencing Spirit-directed living.
Demonstrated by breathing life
into fearful and weary souls.

Gather the tinder
-- I will become
a subject matter
expert in life
planning.

Strategic Generosity -- because
giving should be obedient and
intentional.
Demonstrated by giving regularly
and systematically in a manner
that maximizes my contribution.

Reignite the fire of writing for publication by
completing two books and submitting them for
publication by 6/30/17.

Prodigious Learner -- because the
more I learn, the more I learn how
much I have to learn.
Demonstrated by the ability to ask
intelligent questions that reveal
ever-greater insight on any
subject.

Midground Horizon (90 Days)

Foreground Horizon (This Week)

Write and edit
daily -- 500
words beyond
Daily D until
complete

Master
Scrivener -Learn ePub
formatting

Collect and
arrange -- 30
prayers of the
Bible

Prayer Power —
Engage in
focused prayer
for at least 30
minutes daily.

LifeSteps

(This season’s role and resource emphases)
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Emphasis 1

Emphasis 2

Deeper Daily
Prayer

Affirm Katie Daily

Emphasis 3

Emphasis 4

Coach for
Maximization

Travel Planner

Snapshot
Renewed on:

LifeCall
I help others experience
maximum expression of
their life stories.
Maximizing Expression
maximize your story

